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49% of enterprises have experienced a 
project failure in the recent 12 months.

75% of new IT projects will fail 
because of poor data.

Poor data quality is the leading cause of failed 
eProcurement implementations and adoption in a 

software industry that is expecting to reach $20B by 2021.



Trusted by:

Tealbook is an AI based, supplier data cloud that proactively 
discovers and validates supplier data in real time, delivering 
an enriched data stream into any eProcurement solution.



Tealbook delivers an enriched data stream into any 
eProcurement solution

- All information updated and maintained in one profile
- One profile that becomes more trusted and transparent to buyers
- Connected to all systems and customers
- Non-sensitive data available to all customers
- Sensitive data available on-demand to selected customers

100 Million 
Suppliers



“We don’t want to incur the cost, effort and risk of collecting, 
maintaining and validating supplier data ourselves. It’s an impossible 

task and it limits our visibility into opportunities.
 

We want access to trusted, validated and transparent data with the 
insight needed to be agile, innovative and drive our business forward.” 

Fortune 100 Tealbook customer 



Future State



5 key supplier life cycle data buckets

Good and services

Categorization

Similarities

Relevance

etc.

Profiles

Employee names

Emails

Locations

Social Media

etc.

Contacts

Financial

Market trends

Social

Political

etc.

Risk

Banking information

Tax records

etc.

Onboarding

Diversity

Sustainability

Quality

Security

etc.

Certifications

Community data across buckets increases buyer trust and value to suppliers
Spend trends, record validation, relevance, sentiment, performance.



tealbook.com

Sales@tealbook.com



Step 1 -  Baseline vendor master data quality enrichment 
One-time report 

Step 2 - Dynamic supplier vendor master 
Annual stand alone subscription

Step 3 - Automation of an enriched data stream into your systems
Annual subscription per integration

It’s easy to get started



Sample of a blinded report included 
Set your baseline and build your strategy to a more complete, 
trusted, insightful and useful record of your suppliers.



The biggest things we noticed after analyzing your company were

General Overview

$84M 5.9K 238
Confirmed Diverse Spend 
in 2018

Unique Suppliers out of 
18,377 supplier IDs 

Suppliers Contribute 80% 
of Total Spend in 2018



Of Your 18K Supplier IDs

5,986

1,671

570

28%

12%

33%
Suppliers are unique (based on 
websites)

Suppliers contribute 99% of 
total spend

Suppliers found with 
multiple IDs



Top Suppliers with Multiple 
Supplier IDs



Data Enrichment

17,363

12,751

18,911

222%

312%

999%
Unique tags added to supplier 
profiles

Physical addresses added to 
existing suppliers

Email contacts generated 
for existing suppliers



Your Diversity
$84M confirmed diverse suppliers or 3% 

of 2018 total spend
(+$7.5 M potential suppliers identified tealbook)

source

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QZX4OMaV9RZIea6iGW8Tsuw8erPLvnvT/edit#gid=301556302


Top Suppliers by Category



Journey towards a more complete, 
transparent and insightful record

Your Vendor 
Master

Tealbook’s 
ML

Your 
suppliers

Your users

Your 
community

Sourcing

SRM

CRM

Contract

You are 
here

AP



It’s easy to track and report



It’s easy for anyone to use



Report - 
Showing data 
enrichment 
capabilities

Dynamic data 
enrichment - 
Stand alone 
annual 
subscription

Integrated into 
main systems 
(ERP, P2P)

Integrated into 
all new digital 
application

Roadmap

Crawl… walk and run



Consolidation

Competitiveness / Saving

Supplier diversity / sustainability 

3 initial opportunities 


